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Letters to the Editor

Scale of dyspnea in 
COPD: User friendly?

Sir, 
I read the report on evaluation of scaling system for COPD 
by Chhabra et al., with a great interest.[1] Chhabra et al., 
reported that MMRC had poorer relationship to parameters 
of physiological impairment when compared to BDI and OCD 
scales. I agree with this finding, however, there is an interesting 
topic to be discussed. It is accepted that MMRC grade has the 
most simplicity and it is easy to use. This kind of scale requires 
less instruments for assessment compared to other two scales. 
MMRC can be used by general practitioners. To use in a real 
life, due to the user-friendly nature, it is still the acceptable first 
choice for rapid screening, isn't it?
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Mendelian susceptibility 
to mycobacterial 
infection should 
be ruled out in 
Mycobacterium 
chelonae empyema

Sir,
I am grateful to Wali S[1] for his contribution to the knowledge 
of nontuberculous mycobacterial infections.[1] Nevertheless, 
I would like to make one comment - When assessing 
immunocompetence, we need to ask ourselves what are we 
looking for. It is well known that patients with deficiency of 

interferon gamma1/2R-IL12/R-IL23/R pathway (also known 
as Mendelian susceptibility to mycobacterial disease (MSMD) 
are prone to non tuberculous mycobacterial infections. Patients 
with defects in the interferon gamma pathway are predisposed 
to mycobacterial diseases, while those with defects in the IL-12 
pathway are frequently threatened by nontyphoid (systemic) 
salmonellosis. Tuberculosis has been described in both of these 
signaling pathway defects. These disorders are genetically 
different but immunologically similar as impaired IFNγ-
mediated immunity is the common pathogenic mechanism 
accounting for mycobacterial infection in all patients. The 
severity of the histological and clinical phenotype depends on 
the type of genetic defect. Genetic dissection of the IFNgamma/
IL-12/IL23 pathway has improved our understanding of the 
human immune response to mycobacteria in the last ten years 
and help us to elucidate the genetic bases of tuberculosis.[2,3] 
This assessment has not been done in any of the two cases of 
M. chelonae empyema reported,[4] and it could elucidate the 
immunocompromissed status against mycobacterial infections.
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Author's reply 

Dear Editor;
First, I would like to thank the author for his comment 
regarding the case report of Mycobacterium chelonae empiema 
with bronchopleural fistula in an immunocompetent patient. 
I totally agree with his comment. Our patient may well have 
had MSMD, however, I wish there is a screening test for 
Interferon gamma receptor deficiencies. Diagnosis MSMD 
is established by flow cytometric evaluation of cell surface 
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